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Abstract
Images harvested from the Web are proving to be useful for many visual tasks, including recognition, geo-location, and three-dimensional reconstruction. These images
are captured under a variety of lighting conditions by consumer-level digital cameras,
and these cameras have color processing pipelines that are diverse, complex, and scenedependent. As a result, the color information contained in these images is difficult to
exploit. In this paper, we analyze the factors that contribute to the color output of a typical camera, and we explore the use of parametric models for relating these output colors
to meaningful scenes properties. We evaluate these models using a database of registered
images captured with varying camera models, camera settings, and lighting conditions.
The database is available online at http://vision.middlebury.edu/color/.

1

Introduction

The increasing availability of large online photo collections is enabling new approaches
to difficult vision problems. We have already seen “Internet vision” approaches to threedimensional reconstruction [15]; image-based rendering [31]; face, object, and scene recognition [1, 30]; camera calibration [23]; geo-location [18]; and content-based image retrieval [8]. The vast majority of online images are captured in color, and most of those are
from consumer-level cameras. These cameras output intensity values that are nonlinearly
related to spectral scene radiance, and for many visuals tasks—including image matching,
recognition, color constancy, and any sort of photometric analysis—we can benefit from
compensating for these nonlinear effects.
Neutralizing the nonlinearities of consumer cameras is difficult because their processing
pipelines are trade secrets. A consumer camera succeeds by producing images that are visually pleasing when viewed on small-gamut, low-dynamic-range displays, and doing this
well requires complex, scene-dependent color adjustments that sacrifice physical accuracy.
The goal of this paper is to determine an efficient representation for the color processing
pipelines of consumer-level digital cameras. We seek a parameterized family of maps that
takes spectral radiance distributions to output color vectors in a standard nonlinear color
space (sRGB), and we want this family to be “efficient” in the sense of being complex enough
c 2009. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: Modeling camera color processing. Pixel intensities are commonly assumed to be standard
sRGB maps of spectral image irradiance, i.e., white-balanced linear RGB with standard per-channel
nonlinearity. Alternatively, the proposed model accounts for different cameras having different spectral
sensors and different nonlinear maps. Middle: Two JPEG images of the same scene under the same
illuminant captured by different cameras; we seek to match their colors. Left: Images matched using
the standard sRGB model with per-channel gain leads to high residual error (RMSE: 19.5 gray levels). Right: The proposed model properly accounts for variations across cameras, and achieves higher
accuracy (RMSE: 7.5 gray levels).

to accurately model real cameras but simple enough for use by vision systems. Importantly,
we do not assume that a given camera will have a fixed set of parameters, and instead, we let
them be scene-dependent. Discovering a good parametric form for these scene-dependent
and camera-dependent maps requires a phenomenological approach, and accordingly, we
acquire and study a database of registered images from varying camera models, camera
settings, and lighting conditions.
Our analysis suggests that a twenty-four parameter model is sufficient for modeling the
pipelines of most cameras in a variety of wide-gamut scenes, and that fixed per-channel
nonlinearities—as used in traditional radiometric camera calibration [28]—are often inadequate (Fig. 1). Implications of our model for vision systems are described in Section 5.

2

A camera model

We start by examining the factors affecting the color-vector y that is stored at one pixel of a
typical image file harvested from the Web. Our goal is to develop a forward color imaging
model that is simple enough to be used for inverse vision problems, and to achieve this
goal we are willing treat many secondary effects as unspecified “noise” and ignore them.
To simplify the following discussion, we assume y to be in a standard three-primary output
color space (sRGB [32]) with JPEG encoding, but our basic approach generalizes to arbitrary
encodings and output color spaces.
Consider a small static surface patch that projects to a single elementary pattern in a
camera’s color filter array (e.g., a GRGB block of a Bayer filter). We restrict our attention to
opaque materials and assume that the observation scale is appropriate for the patch’s appearance to be accurately summarized by a spectral bi-directional distribution function (BRDF).
In this case, the spectral irradiance e incident on the sensor plane depends on the orientation
of the patch, the spectral and angular distributions of its local lighting hemisphere, and the
position and optics of the camera. This spectral irradiance is sampled by a small number
of spectral filters. (Again, we assume three spectral sensors for simplicity, but four-sensor
devices are not uncommon, and our model handles these without difficulty.) We summarize
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this process as
κ(`, v) = π · e(`, v),

(1)

where ` represents the spectral and angular distributions of the lighting, v represents the
viewing direction and optics, and the operator π represents transmission and sensing through
the camera’s three spectral filters. We assume this process to be linear, which is justified by
the experimental results in Sect. 4. In an increasing number of digital cameras, the data κ
can be accessed through a RAW output format, and in the sequel, we refer to κ as linear
data because it is linearly related to image irradiance. It is important to remember, however,
that Eq. 1 is an approximation to a camera’s RAW output, which may also include the effects
of dark current compensation, flare removal, filling/marking of “dead pixels”, quantization,
and noise removal [22, 29]. Here, we consider these as sources of noise and ignore them.
In the next stages of the camera processing pipeline, the linear data κ is used to render
an image in a output color space (sRGB) that is suitable for display purposes [22, 29]. First,
there are “pre-processing” operations such as flare and noise removal (if not already done for
the RAW data), white balancing, demosaicing, sharpening, and a linear transformation to an
internal working color space. As above, we model most of these effects as a noise process.
One exception is white balance, which we model as a scene-dependent linear transform C.
The scene-dependence results from the transform being determined by an “estimated illuminant” or “chosen white point” that is output from a computationally-efficient color constancy
algorithm, such as a variant of gray world [3]. The other exception is the color space transformation, which we model as a fixed linear transform that maps three-vectors in the camera’s
sensor space (i.e., in terms of the three spectral sensitivities) to colorimetric tristimulus values (say, CIE XYZ) where tone adjustment is applied. Note that a camera’s spectral sensors
are generally not exact linear combinations of the human standard observer’s; so this linear
map is approximate in the sense of producing colorimetric tristimulus values that are slightly
different from what the standard observer would have measured in the same scene. (We
evaluate this difference experimentally in Sect. 4.) For notational convenience, we absorb
the fixed linear color-space transform into the white-balance transform C.
The subsequent stage of the pipeline is the most important to our model, and it is also
the most mysterious. At this stage, the camera modifies the tristimulus values so that they fit
within the limited gamut and dynamic range of the output color space, and it does so in a way
that is most visually pleasing (as opposed to most accurate). Referred to as color rendering,
this is a proprietary art that may include luminance histogram analysis, corrections to hue
and saturation, and even local corrections for things such as skin tones. In most cases,
this nonlinear color rendering process is scene-dependent and is not a fixed property of a
camera. Finally, at the end of the processing pipeline, the rendered image is encoded via
re-quantization and compression (usually JPEG), which we again treat as noise and ignore.
Putting this all together, we write the output color vector as
y(`, v) = g(C · κ(`, v)),

(2)

with C ∈ GL(3) as described above, and g: R3 → R3 a nonlinear function. Note that both C
and g depend on global image properties, and that g is a composite of the camera’s scenedependent color rendering processes and the standard compressive nonlinearity (approximately a “gamma” of 2.2) that is part of the sRGB representation.
The remainder of this paper is devoted to evaluating the accuracy of the model in Eqs. 1
and 2. We are particularly interested in developing an efficient representation for the scenedependent nonlinearity g.

4
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Applications and related work

Before describing our experiments, it is worth considering the potential utility of the model
we propose. There are at least three broad categories of applications, and while we do not
explicitly consider these applications in this paper, they influence the form and complexity
of the model we develop.
Radiometric calibration. Many vision algorithms require accurate measurements of scene
radiance to succeed; high-dynamic-range imaging, photometric stereo, shape from shading, and reflectometry are but a few examples. For these algorithms to be effective for a
given input y, it is desirable to first “undo” the effects of the nonlinearity by computing
x = g−1 (y) = C · κ. If this can be achieved, the resulting image values x are linearly related
to image irradiance and (assuming one compensates for optical effects like vignetting) scene
radiance, and the algorithms described above can be applied directly.
To accomplish this task, one must have access to a low-parametric model for g as well
as an algorithm for estimating its parameter values from image data. This is similar to the
problem of “grayscale” radiometric calibration [6, 27, 28], which has received significant
attention [7, 16, 23, 24, 26]. In fact, our work draws inspiration from Grossberg and Nayar’s
empirical study of that problem [17]. In much of this work, it is assumed that the nonlinearity
(sometimes called the radiometric response function) is a fixed property of the camera, and
in some cases, this has been extended to handle color by computing separate (and fixed)
nonlinearities for each color channel (e.g., [23, 28]). For the reasons described above, a
fixed per-channel nonlinearity is unlikely to accurately model the functions g in Eq. 2 for
all images acquired by a given camera. One of the key goals of this paper is to derive a
functional form for g that improves accuracy.
Color constancy. Though it can be formulated in many different ways, the basic goal of
computational color constancy is to infer a representation of surface spectral reflectance that
is invariant to changes in the spectral distribution of a scene’s illumination. One approach is
to define a “canonical” linear representation of scene color
κo (`o , v) = πo · e(`o , v),

(3)

i.e., the color corresponding to a canonical set of spectral sensors πo and canonical illuminant
`o (often the equal-energy illuminant E). The goal, then, is to infer κo from a camera’s
nonlinear output y(`, v) that has been captured under unknown illuminant `.
A common approach is to first calibrate the camera radiometrically, so that x(`, v) =
g−1 (y(`, v)) = C · κ(`, v) can be computed, and then assume that x(`, v) is related to the
desired canonical representation by a linear (or diagonal) transform: x(`, v) = Mκo , M ∈
GL(3) [2, 12, 25, 33]. The transform M depends on the illuminants (`, `o ) and sensors (π, πo ),
and, for any realistic scenario, is a coarse approximation. (The map κo → x is usually not
bijective, for example.)
The accuracy of the linear (and diagonal) model x(`, v) = Mκo has been well studied
for the case of a single camera in a Lambertian world. In this scenario, π = πo , and the
conditions for the linear mapping to be accurate can be stated very precisely [4, 10, 34].
The problem becomes more complicated when multiple cameras are involved because the
spectral filters of the camera cannot be easily related. One of the goals of this paper is
to perform an empirical evaluation of the linear model for a broad collection of common
cameras.
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Image matching. Multi-view stereo; object and scene recognition; and content-based image
retrieval are all applications that rely on matching colors between images. Generically, one
is given two images of the same scene from different cameras under different lighting and
viewing conditions, and one seeks to determine corresponding image points. This requires
knowledge of the mapping from colors in one image to colors in the other, y(`, v) → y0 (`0 , v0 ),
and according to our model, this mapping would be of the form y0 = g0 (C0C−1 · g−1 (y)). So
one approach to matching is to first estimate the parameters of the mapping.
An alternative approach to matching colors y and y0 is to compute a so-called color invariant that is camera- and illumination-independent. This amounts to computing a function
h: R3 → Rk that satisfies h(y) = h(y0 ) for all pairs (y, y0 ) that are measurements from the same
surface patch. The most common example assumes that a camera’s output color vectors are
related to a canonical linear representation by a six-parameter model [9]
y(`, v) = (MD · κo )γD ,

(4)

where MD is a diagonal 3×3 matrix and (·)γD represents independent exponentiation in
each color channel. In this case, an invariant can be derived using a per-channel logarithm
followed by a normalization, and this has been used, for example, for illumination-invariant
stereo matching with a single camera [19, 20, 21] and many different cameras [15]. (There
are also color invariants that are designed for linear data (κ and κ 0 ) [11, 13, 14], but these
are less relevant to this paper.) The model in Eq. 4 is a special case of what is proposed in
Eq. 2, and in Sect. 4 we evaluate its accuracy relative to other possibilities.

4

Experimental results

To evaluate the models proposed in the previous section, we exploit the increasing availability of consumer-level cameras that output both RAW data (κ) and JPEG-encoded data (y).
This allow us to separately examine the components (C, π, and g(·)) of our models.

4.1

A database for camera analysis

Our database contains registered images of color checker patterns under controlled lighting,
as well as registered RAW/JPEG pairs of general scenes. It currently includes over 1000
images taken with 35 different camera models, ranging from simple point-and-shoot cameras
to professional DSLRs. We provide these images at http://vision.middlebury.edu/
color/ for use by other researchers.
Color checker data. We use two color calibration targets, the 24-patch ColorChecker, and
the 140-patch Digital ColorChecker SG, both manufactured by X-Rite. (In this paper we
only report results for the latter.) We photograph each pattern under two fixed lighting conditions, using Tungsten (3200K) and Daylight (4800K) photo flood light bulbs. In each case,
we take both JPEG and (if supported by the camera) RAW images with 4 different exposures
(stops +1, 0, -1, and -2). We use a fixed “Tungsten” white balance setting for all cameras,
and, for a subset of the cameras, we use “auto” white balance as well. Our database includes
cameras by most major manufacturers (Canon, Casio, Fuji, Kodak, Leica, Nikon, Olympus,
Panasonic, Pentax, and Sony), and currently contains 11 JPEG-only cameras and 24 cameras
with both RAW and JPEG support. We use the program dcraw [5] to render RAW images
as PNGs in standard linear RGB colorspace, using the camera’s white balance multipliers.

6
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In each source image we compute the homography that maps the pattern to a canonical
position, and resample to obtain cropped and aligned patterns. We generate both pointsampled and “smoothed” (4x linearly down-sampled) versions of these images. The former
represent true samples of the original intensities, sensor noise, and JPEG compression artifacts, while the latter (used in the experiments below) attenuate such effects. To remove
remaining misregistrations, which are mainly due to lens distortion, we construct our final
registered images by conservatively cropping the individual color squares of the checker
pattern and compositing them into a single image (see Figure 1 for examples).
This data is sufficient for evaluating the portion of the model (C and g(·)) that relates
RAW data to JPEG data. But in order to evaluate the other portion of the model (π), we must
compute image irradiance by correcting for optical effects (vignetting) and spatial variations
in the incident illumination. We do this by fitting 2D spatial gain functions over the registered
patterns, composed of a linear function per illuminant and a quadratic radial function per
camera. These gain functions are estimated using the gray patches around the perimeter of
the color checker, and they correct the spatial variations of the aligned RAW images to a
residual non-uniformity of less than 3%. These “spatially-corrected” images can then be
directly compared to the known relative radiance values of the color checker squares.
General scenes. A subset of the RAW-capable cameras in our database allow simultaneous
capture of RAW/JPEG pairs, and with these devices we can capture registered pairs in natural
environments. Our database includes a total of 85 such pairs taken of general indoor and
outdoor scenes with 12 different camera models. We use these images in Sect. 4.3.

4.2

Camera sensor characteristics

We first evaluate the validity of Eq. 1 by exploring the relationship between spectral image
irradiance and cameras’ sensor measurements. We are interested in assessing the degree to
which output RAW values are linearly related to image irradiance, as well as understanding
the nature of each camera’s spectral filters π. For these experiments, we use a canonical
linear representation κ0 of the color checker (provided by the manufacturer) consisting of
CIE XYZ values under illuminant D65, and we compare these to the spatially-corrected
RAW images described above.
In the first experiment, we find that in the overwhelming majority of cases, a camera’s
RAW output is indeed linearly related to image irradiance. A representative example is
shown in Fig. 2(a), where we see that once the illumination variation and vignetting effects
are removed, the RAW values form a near-exact linear relationship with the known relative
scene radiance of the color checker. If we measure deviation from linearity using RMS
residual error in the total-least-squares linear fit, we find that the average residual over the 24
RAW-capable cameras in our database is 1.6 gray levels, while the average RMS noise level
(estimated from the variance within the squares) is 0.7.
In the second experiment, we explore (somewhat indirectly) the spectral composition of
each camera’s sensors. One expects a camera’s spectral sensors (π) to be approximate linear
combinations of the color matching functions of the CIE standard observer. To assess the
degree to which this is true, we evaluate the ability of a general linear transform to map
the standard κ0 values to (spatially-corrected) camera RAW values. Note that this test is
approximate because the RAW images are observed under different illuminants (3200K and
4800K) than the standard values (D65). Due to this and the manufacturing limitations on π,
we do not expect the linear mapping to provide an exact fit. Nonetheless, as shown by the
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Panasonic LX3 RAW under 3200K

Panasonic LX3 RAW under 4800K
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Figure 2: (a) Camera RAW vs. image irradiance. The plot shows a typical, almost perfectly linear
relationship between a camera’s RAW output (Canon EOS 20D) and relative scene radiance, as given
by the 14 unique gray squares of a color checker. (b, c) Typical joint intensity histograms for Camera
RAW and CIE XYZ, showing that a general 3x3 linear transform can provide a reasonable fit. Shown
are the joint histograms comparing the RAW intensities of a Panasonic LX3 camera under two different
illuminants (b) 3200K, and (c) 4800K, with the best C-transformed color checker CIE XYZ values
under Illuminant D65.

representative examples in Fig. 2(b,c), the linear transform does a reasonable job for most of
the cameras and illuminants in our database. The average RMS residual error in this case is
2.76 gray levels over all RAW images—approximately four times the noise level.

4.3

Nonlinear processing

Next, we evaluate three different models, composed of C ∈ GL(3) and g: R3 → R3 , for the
cameras’ color rendering pipelines. These models increase in complexity.
1. Independent exponentiation. Recent work has considered the model of Eq. 4 for cases
in which the per-channel exponents are equal and known [15], equal and unknown [19,
20], and arbitrary [9]. We generalize these by replacing the diagonal transform by a
general linear transform and allowing the exponents to be arbitrary. The resulting
model is y = (C · κ)γD , and it has 12 parameters (9 for the entries of C, and 3 for γD ).
2. Independent polynomial. A more general model is obtained by replacing the perchannel exponential by an nth-degree polynomial. This is partially motivated by the
success of polynomial model for traditional “per-channel” radiometric calibration [23,
28]. We write our model as yi = gi ([C · κ]i ) where yi is the value of the ith color
channel, and gi (x) = ∑np=0 βi,p x p is constrained to be monotonic in the typical range
of x. Note that the scale of each column of C can be absorbed into the corresponding
polynomial, so the total number of parameters in this model is 3(n + 3).
3. General polynomial. More general than restricting the nonlinearity to operate independently in each C-transformed color channel is to consider an nth-degree polynop
mial map from R3 to R3 . This is written yi = ∑ p1 +p2 +p3 ≤n βi,p1 p2 p3 κ1p1 κ2p2 κ3 3 , with
parameters {βi,p1 p2 p3 } that capture both the effect of the linear transform C and the
nonlinearity. The total number of parameters in this model is considerably larger at
1
2 (n+1)(n+2)(n+3).
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Figure 3: RAW→JPEG maps using different models for general scenes. (a) Plot of residual RMS error
for different models, (b) JPEG from camera, (c) JPEG fitted from RAW images using independent
polynomial model with n = 5, and (d) Absolute error value image (scaled up by 10 for visibility).
Note that most errors occur in high-frequency regions where we also expect unmodeled errors due to
sharpening and compression.

These models are evaluated by estimating parameters for the best least-squares fit between a number of RAW/JPEG pairs—each pair providing a set of (κ, y) pairs. We measure
the quality of the fit by reporting the root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) over the training set.
For the independent exponentiation model, simple regression is used to find the optimal C
corresponding to every choice of γD , and the optimal γD is determined by exhaustive search
in a large range of possible values. The parameters for the general polynomial model can be
estimated with simple regression as well.
For the independent polynomial model an iterative approach is needed. Given an estimate
of C, we compute the parameters of the gi (·) functions using quadratic programming to
minimize the least-squares error with monotonicity constraints. Then, C is updated with a
step along the error gradient, which is computed assuming fixed gi (·). We choose our initial
estimate for C such that the [C · κ]i -values corresponding to the same yi in the training set
{κk , yk }Kk=1 are close to being equal: We partition the domain of yi into a finite set of values
V. For each v ∈ V, a weight vector wvi ∈ RK measures the “membership” of every yk,i to
2
T
the partition corresponding to v (we use wvi
k = exp(−λ (yk,i − v) )). The ith row ci of C is
T
3×3
computed to minimize the weighted variance Si = ci Ai ci with Ai ∈ R
defined as
K

Ai =

∑



vi
vi vi T
w
x
x
∑ k k k ,

v∈V k=1

with xkvi = κk −

∑k wvi
k κk
.
∑k wvi
k

(5)

The nontrivial solution for ci is the smallest eigenvector of Ai .
Figure 3(a) shows the typical performance of the models when applied to RAW/JPEG
pairs of natural scenes. The independent exponentiation model is the simplest and performs
worse than polynomial models with degree greater than two. The general polynomial model
provides only a marginal benefit over independent polynomial model, even though it has a
much larger number of parameters. Based on these results, we settle on the independent
polynomial model with degree n = 5 as a good balance between accuracy and complexity,
and we use this model for the remainder of the paper. Figures 3(b-d) compare the true JPEGs
and corresponding mapped RAW images using this 24-parameter model.
Having settled on the independent polynomial model with n = 5, we next explore this
model more systematically using the color checker images. Since the color checker provides
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Figure 4: Results for the independent polynomial RAW→JPEG map estimation: On the right, bar
graph showing mean RMSE values for each camera (with inset red bar showing mean noise standard
deviation). On the left, joint histograms of yi and [C · κ]i for images from five different cameras, with
the estimated gi super-imposed in white.

a very wide gamut (much larger than that of any one natural scene), these tests help best
evaluate the model’s ability to represent the camera’s processing pipeline. Figure 4 summarizes the results of applying the model to the color checker images from all 24 cameras with
RAW support, across different illuminants, and white balance and exposure settings. Joint
histograms showing the nonlinear relationship between [C · κ]i and yi are included for five of
the cameras, along with the estimated degree-5 polynomial gi (·) that best approximates this
map. It is clear from these histograms that the nonlinear maps are camera dependent, and for
cameras, channel dependent. Also, in most cases these maps are well approximated by the
independent polynomial model.

5

Analysis and discussion

Our findings suggest the following. First, when it is available, the RAW output of most
cameras is proportional to image irradiance. We tested 24 different RAW-capable cameras
and for all of them, the deviation from linearity is at the same scale as sensor noise. Second,
the mapping from (demosaiced) RAW color three-vectors to colorimetric tristimulus values
(CIE XYZ) can often be represented by a general linear 3 × 3 transform even when (limited)
changes in the illuminant spectrum occur. For all of the RAW-capable three-sensor cameras
in our database, we found that a 3 × 3 transform yields errors less than three times larger
than the sensor noise. Third and finally, a twenty-four parameter model, consisting of a
general linear 3 × 3 color transform and a per-channel 5th-degree polynomial, is able to
represent the nonlinear color processing pipelines of a large number of consumer cameras.
We recommend this representation as providing a good balance between accuracy and model
complexity, and we invite the research community to explore alternatives using our database
at http://vision.middlebury.edu/color/.
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The next step is to explore applications of such a model to visual tasks such as color
constancy, radiometric calibration, and image matching. Here, the goal will be to estimate
the model parameters from natural input image data. We view the image matching problem
as particularly interesting because it is likely that matching image patches y(`, v) ↔ y0 (`0 , v0 )
can be achieved through a “shortcut” model y = g(y0 ) or through the use of invariants that
do not require estimating a full set of parameters for each camera. It may also be possible to
isolate local image effects, such as specular highlights and shading changes, from the global
image differences caused by camera-dependent color processing.
In order to fully exploit the Internet as a data source for computer vision, we must use
the color information that is available in its images. Doing so requires compensating for the
scene-dependent nonlinear color processing performed by consumer cameras, and deriving
models like those proposed here is an important first step in this direction.
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